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as the fi rst american to design for Danish manufacturer Carl Hansen 
& Søn (home of Hans Wegner’s iconic Wishbone Chair), Brad Ascalon 

had some big shoes to fi ll. The company’s other previous collaborations 
include architect Tadao Ando and Austrian design studio Eoos.

Yet Preludia, a new collection of contract-grade wood-veneered 
seating, tables, and barstools, projects both the company’s storied 

history and the new commercial path it’s exploring.
Ascalon’s biggest challenge in the new relationship has been building 

effi  ciencies into the production process—such as table tops designed to 
fi t multiple bases and a machining method that can be switched on a dime to 

trim the collection’s chair shells into barstool seats, eliminating the cost of 
having two separate sets of tooling.

“I understand production and testing,” says Ascalon, explaining the ways his designs 
anticipate commercial market needs.

In addition to his experience with the “stringent testing” necessary for commercial 
products, Ascalon was reared by a father and grandfather who were also craftsmen. That fact 
helped Carl Hansen trust him to deliver the high quality they’re known for, while also 
positioning them to grab a share of the expanding contract furniture market. In fact, Carl 
Hansen’s move comes on the heels of other residential manufacturers exploring commercial 
lines through partnerships: Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams’ with Steelcase, Normann 
Copenhagen’s with Allsteel, and Muuto’s with Knoll. 

Such moves can bring with them new production methods for contract pieces, which must 
meet strict standards for use in commercial settings. In this way, they can involve significant 
financial risk. “It will be interesting to see how all of the recent ventures handle the contract-
grade production,” Ascalon said days before Preludia’s debut at the Salone del Mobile—while 
being interviewed in Carl Hansen’s Manhattan showroom amid its highly crafted, artisanal 
offerings.

“There were adjustments on both ends to find the right pace,” says the industrial 
designer and strategist who identifies himself as “a New Yorker generally in a rush,” 
next to Carl Hansen’s traditional time-intensive approach.

Preludia is proof they found the balance: Its design features a traditional 
Scandinavian warmth even though the production process behind it is brand new. 
—Erin Hudson  (SNAP #270)
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